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PRIOR TO TAKEOFF 
CHECKLIST

Section 1



BY THE 20TH OF DECEMBER, 
88% OF PEOPLE IN SALES 
WILL HAVE SPENT LESS  
THAN 5 MINUTES THINKING 
ABOUT HOW THEY WILL 
ENGAGE THEIR CUSTOMERS 
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON. 
!
THE OTHER 12% WILL HAVE 
SPENT LESS THAN 5 SECONDS 
WONDERING IF THE 88% 
WILL EVER BE COMPETITION.



Around December 20th, I start asking people in sales what special gift or message they’ve 
sent to their customers to show appreciation, build relationships, and stay top of mind 
this friendly, festive time of year.  !
I’m astounded by how many who say: “Nothing yet. I need to get on that.”  !
“Why’d you wait so late?” I ask.  !
The answer is almost always the same: “Been too busy.”  !
What a bowl full of jelly! That’s like holding the winning million dollar lotto ticket and 
saying, “I can’t find the time to cash it in.” !
Here are the six translations for ‘too busy’:  !
1.  Too lazy     3.  Too cheap   5.  Too self-absorbed 
2.  Too unprepared    4.  Too unfocused  6.  Too disorganized 
  
I’ve found that 1 and 2 are the top reasons for fumbling the holidays. If you’re too lazy, all I 
can say is have fun elf-ing yourself while the rest of us fill our stockings. But if you’re 
simply unprepared, there’s hope. You just need a shining red nose to guide you. !
That’s what this ebook is – your holiday strategy guide! !
So unwrap a candy cane, Rudolph, and start licking it into a sharp point. You’re about to 
sleigh the holidays like a fat man in a red suit.

Iconic treat of self-indulgence? – – Or ironic tool of self-marketing?



If you’ve read this far, you’re no Violet. You’re going to deliver those cards  
and messages to all your Charlie Browns out there if it’s the last thing you do!  !
But first things first. Start with a checklist. It’s your new best friend for the holidays. !
A checklist has 4 primary purposes: !
1. It gets you organized 
2. It establishes a linear order 
3. It empties your mind of those swirling details so you can focus 
4. It delivers a mini adrenaline rush each time you check off a task !
Here are 3 great checklist tools I recommend: !
1. Wunderlist – A simple, well designed todo list app for mobile phones and desktops 
2. Evernote – An app for keeping notes, things collected online, and great for lists 
3. Pencil & Paper – No download required and they have these little eraser things !
Laugh at me if you will, Millennials, but my personal favorite is pencil and paper. It’s 
tactile. It’s concrete. It never runs out of battery. !
Pick your favorite checklist tool and put down your first 3 items: !
        Clean up your contacts 

       Divide your contacts 

       Make contact notes

Charlie Brown:  Thanks for the Christmas card you sent me, Violet. 

Violet:  I didn't send you a Christmas card, Charlie Brown. 

Charlie Brown:  Don't you know sarcasm when you hear it? 

– From ‘A Charlie Brown Christmas’



CLEAN UP YOUR CONTACTS 
Let’s be straight. Scrubbing a contact list is about as 
fun as mucking out a reindeer stall. Out-of-date 
data. Expired email addresses. Old contacts. 
Customers who changed jobs. Gross, right? !
Well, get out your Comet – and Blitzen if that’s what 
it takes – because it’s time to clean that mess up. 
Contact by contact. Address by address. There’s no shortcut here – only the right way. !
Challenge: Give yourself one day to bang it out. Anyone can clean up a personal contact 
list in a day. If not, it’s not a personal contact list and much of it should be purged. If you 
don’t know a contact, chances are the contact doesn’t know you either. Delete ‘em. !
                  TIP: Your email account can get blacklisted if you send to too many bad email  
                     addresses. Use an email list cleaning service like BriteVerify to automatically identify 
out-of-date, inactive, or misspelled email addresses so you can fix or remove them. !
Cleaning your list gives you a fresh start for the new year!  !
Remember, it’s not about the quantity of your contacts. 
It’s about quality. Update. Delete. Smell the freshness! !
DIVIDE YOUR CONTACTS 
Now that your list is clean, it’s time to separate  
your contacts into four groups. (Ace of Sales makes  
it easy to create and manage groups of contacts.)  !
Your four groups are: !
A. Your very best relationships (top 2-5%) 
B. People you know personally (top 10-20%) 
C. Everyone (excluding group D) !
For the first three groups, include all the contacts from the group preceding it. All the 
contacts in group A will also be in group B. All the contacts in group B will be in group C. !
D.    Prospects and Inactive Customers

Checklist !
        Clean up your contacts 

       Divide your contacts 

       Make contact notes

Try this: Christmas in a Jar 

Speaking of freshness, whip up 
a dozen of these and drop them 
off at your customers’ offices to 
help them enjoy the aromas of 
the holidays. on Pinterest



MAKE CONTACT NOTES 
Now that your list is updated, it’s time to make a 
few notes. Every contact record inside Ace of 
Sales has a notes area, so you can jot down 
details about each contact that you don’t want 
to forget. !
In Ace of Sales, select Group B – People you know personally. !
For each contact in this group, which also includes all the contacts from group A, you’re 
going to add at least one note. Quickly recall a few basic characteristics about their 
personality or a few of their favorite things. !
Examples: 
Hunter      Star Trek           Man’s Man            Cooking 
Chocolate freak    Into Cars (Corvettes) Extremely Outgoing           Foodie  
Marathon Runner    Favorite color: Purple Techie             Fashion !
Keep it to one or two words. These are just mental triggers for your reference. !
You can also add relationship reminders that you can use later when crafting messages. 
These could be meeting high points, connections, memories, and inside jokes. !
Examples:  
Time we ate sushi and got sick        When we met while flying in first class 
She always shows up late         Our ex’s have the same first name and bad habits 
Hilarious joke at Duncan Donuts        I always call him for music suggestions !!
                   TIP: If you can’t think of anything for a contact,  
       skip them or move them to Group C. Momentum  
       is key here.  !
Now, add 3 more checklist items: !
          Define campaign legs 

       Create a schedule 

       Execute your campaign

Checklist !
        Clean up your contacts 

       Divide your contacts 

       Make contact notes

Cheesy but true:  
I recently heard the expression, 
‘It’s called a holiday, not a 
holi-month.’ Instead of snoozing 
in December, bust your butt so 
next year is as gouda as it can be!



DEFINE CAMPAIGN LEGS 
A campaign is any marketing effort that has a 
specified timeframe, message, offer, and result 
for a defined segment of customers. It can be a 
single email, tweet, post, or text. Or it can be a 
whole series of messages, landing pages, auto-
response triggers, and sales funnel system.  !
In the case of your holiday strategy, we define a 
campaign as the various gifts, personalized 
greetings, and messages you’ll send to contacts. !
Remember your 4 contact groups?  !
A.     Your very best relationships (top 2-5%) 
B.     People you know personally (top 10-20%) 
C.     Everyone (excluding Group D) 
D.     Prospects and Inactive Customers !
Your holiday strategy campaign has 7 parts, or legs: !
Leg 1 : Special gift to Group A 
You’re going to individually select and send a very nice gift to 5-10 of your best of the 
best business friends to show them that you value them and ‘get’ them. Hand deliver or 
mail the gifts to these business friends. Include a hand-selected card with a handwritten 
note (that’s longer than two sentences). I shouldn’t have to say this, but ‘wrap the gifts.’ !
Leg 2: General gift to Group A 
You’re going to buy and send the same gift to all your very best relationships, not 
including those who received the special gift from campaign leg 1. This gift can be more 
affordable but still creative or unexpected. Have them sent to your office. Add a 
handwritten card. Then drop them off or mail them to your customer yourself. !
Leg 3: Personalized printed card to Group B 
There are 2 ways to complete this leg. Both have an advantage and disadvantage. You 
can buy a box of beautiful holiday cards and handwrite each. Advantage: handwritten 
value. Disadvantage: everyone gets the same impersonal design. Or you can create and 
send your printed cards using Ace of Sales. Advantage: You can personalize or choose a 
different design for each contact. Disadvantage: the message is typed, not handwritten. 

Key Concept 
Organizing your contacts into 
groups is the foundation of your 
holiday campaign.

Checklist !
        Clean up your contacts 

       Divide your contacts 

       Make contact notes 

         Define campaign legs 

       Create a schedule 

       Execute campaign



Leg 4: General greeting to Group C 
This is your first general holiday message to 
everyone on your list (excluding group D). If you 
can afford to send a printed card, do so. If not, 
send an Ace of Sales Email Greeting. Regardless of 
the format you choose, make it fun, festive, and fit 
your personality. In other words, spend some time 
on it for goodness’ sake! !
Leg 5: Special message to Group D 
Unless your prospects and inactive customers 
have given you explicit permission to be added to 
your email list, I advise against adding these 
contacts to your Group C.  !
Prospects and inactive customers are more likely to be peeved that you’ve essentially 
opted them in to your e-blasts. It’s an unspoken rule that it’s OK to send updates and 
general messages to customers, but not people who haven’t recently bought from you. !
So what’s the best way to engage your prospects and inactive customers over the 
holidays? Two words – carefully and individually. The trick is to send them a short, 
specific message written just for them that includes four elements:  !
1. a relatable holiday wish 
2. a relationship reconnection 
3. a restatement of value 
4. a request for a next meeting !
I’ll show you exactly how to do this with a few creative  
options in the section dedicated to ideas for prospects 
and inactive customers. !
Leg 6: Mid-break message to Group C 
This should be a short, sweet note to everyone on your  
list (excluding Group D). This email message should be specific and more personal than 
the message in leg 4. This email keeps the conversation going between Christmas and 
New Year’s Day. Ask a question that encourages your contacts to share. Then answer it 
yourself. I’ll give you suggestions for this question in the ‘Ideas For Everyone’ section.

Checklist !
        Clean up your contacts 

       Divide your contacts 

       Make contact notes 

         Define campaign legs 

       Create a schedule 

       Execute campaign

By Ian Baker



Leg 7: New Year’s Greeting to Group C 
This message is your final campaign leg of the 
holiday season. It's also your best chance at  
starting the new year with your customers 
thinking about you. The message should not be a 
trite Happy New Year greeting. Instead, it should 
be a smart, engaging message that gives each 
recipient pause to stop and think in terms of you. 
Just like for leg 6, I’ll describe exactly how to nail 
this message in the ‘Ideas For Everyone’ section. !
CREATE A SCHEDULE 
You now have a tight outline of the messages and 
campaign legs you’ll need to create. It feels good to have a game plan doesn’t it?  !
There are only two tasks left. Creating a schedule. And buying, creating, and sending 
your gifts and messages. First things first. Below is your master holiday sending schedule. !
December 10-13 Campaign Leg 1  Special gift to Group A 
December 14-15 Campaign Leg 2 General gift to Group A 
December 16  Campaign Leg 3 Personalized printed card to Group B 
December 18  Campaign Leg 4 General  greeting to Group C 
December 19   Campaign Leg 5 Special message to Group D 
December 29  Campaign Leg 6 Mid-break message to Group C 
January 3  Campaign Leg 7 New Year’s Greeting to Group C !
     TIP: December 14-16 is the sweet spot to send your holiday printed cards. 17-19 for 
      holiday emails. You may need to adjust the dates and times of your campaign 
schedule. I find it best to shoot for Tuesday through Thursday for email delivery. Consider the 
holidays your contacts celebrate. If you’re sending an individualized note or gift to someone 
who celebrates Hanukkah, know when it falls on the calendar that year.  !
EXECUTE CAMPAIGN 
Now it’s time to buy gifts, select designs, write messages, and deliver them to your 
contacts. It’s time to execute! The rest of this ebook is dedicated to ideas to help you 
blow your customers away with holiday greetings that stand out and aim for the heart. !
Suit up. Pat those elves on the head. Grab the reins. It’s time for this sleigh to fly!

Checklist !
        Clean up your contacts 

       Divide your contacts 

       Make contact notes 

         Define campaign legs 

       Create a schedule 

       Execute campaign



IDEAS FOR GROUP A: 
 YOUR VERY BEST 
RELATIONSHIPS

Section 2



If you plan well and have fun 
with your season’s greetings, 
it will be evident in your 
messages and harvested in 
your responses. 
!
The opposite is also true.



RETURN ON YOUR GIFT INVESTMENT !
Not long ago, an acquaintance asked me if  
I knew why a present was called a present. 
When I couldn’t answer, he informed me that 
it was because you have to be in the present 
to give one. I said, ‘I guess you’re right, since 
they haven’t invented time machines yet.’  !
I know. I’m a jerk. !
But as cornball as his comment was, there 
was a kernel of truth to it. A present should 
be from the heart and deepen the friendship. !
Most corporate gifts are the exact opposite. 
They’re thoughtless, generic, cheap, and 
worst of all – fulfilled by the marketing dept. !
However, when you’ve invested thought, 
time, and care in a gift, it returns to you in the 
form of trust, appreciation, and… money.  !
That’s right, money. !
But gifts are supposed to be selfless, Andy!

Remember, just because you like it –

– doesn’t mean they will.

The past of ‘present’ 
The true etymology of the 
word ‘present’ dates back 
to the 1200’s with origins 
in Old French, meaning ‘to 
offer, in the presence of, to 
place before, give.’‘Mapping’ Paper 

Try this: Wrap your gift in  
a map that shows both 
your location and the 
recipient’s. Circle your 
location with a red  
sharpie and write ‘from:’ 
next to it. Circle theirs  
and write ‘to:’ next to it.



There’s no such thing as selflessness in 
business. Self-second? Yes. Money certainly 
shouldn’t be the only reason to give a gift to a 
business friend, nor should it be the first. But 
the fact is, giving gifts fosters profitable 
relationships. Most salespeople wouldn’t 
dream of spending $100 on a customer. How 
foolish! They never consider the $1,000’s to 
be returned in sales, referrals, and loyalty. 

!
LEG 1 - SPECIAL GIFT FOR GROUP A 

!
Select 5-10 of your very best of the best 
customers and partners. (More if you have 
the time and can afford it.) Write their names 
down on a special scratch pad. Extra points if 
you use a glitter marker. After all, they’re your 
best of the best! !
Use your notes that you added, and put down 
2-3 individual gift ideas for each person.  !
Your price range should match the dollar 
value of the product or service you sell. If 
you’re a representative for copier paper and 
your average customer buys $1,000 of 
supplies from you per year, a $25 gift is 
appropriate.  But if you sell printing services, 
and a customer purchases $100,000 of 
catalogs from you, a $25 gift comes off as 
stingy. A $250-$500 gift is more fitting.  !
Having said that, it’s really not about the 
money. It’s about the thought you put into it. 
The best gift of all is a gift that proves you 
know your customer, know what they like, 
and know what they enjoy.

Bowled Over 

I once had a vendor who 
dropped by our office 
during the holidays just 
to hang out. His gift  
was an inexpensive 
plastic bowling set. We 
had a ‘ball’ breaking it  
in with him.  

It was the total package 
– a gift, his time, and a 
bunch of laughs.  

What gift could you 
drop off and enjoy with 
your customer to create 
an experience they’ll 
remember more than a 
decade later, as I have? 

• Bowling 

• Darts 

• Croquet  

• RC helicopter 

• Expensive cigars 

• Gourmet chocolates 

• Fine bourbon

Forget about your 
taste – think about 
what they like! 

Here are 3 tips to recall 
what your contact loves: 

1. Think about what 
they ordered at a 
restaurant or cafe. Black 
pour-over Guatemalan 
coffee? Chances are they 
brew it at home. Buy 
them a bag of locally 
roasted specialty beans. 

2. Reflect on their office 
decor. Golf stuff? Order 
them monogrammed 
Bridgestone golf balls 
for less than $30-$40. 

2. Think about their kids’ 
and grandkids’ hobbies. 
My good friend Jeffrey 
Gitomer knows my boys 
love Legos. Last year he 
gave me a gift for them: 
“The Lego Idea Book.”



The more individualized, the better.  !
I once had a business friend who knew I 
followed the architect Michael Graves. She 
gave me and my wife a matching Michael 
Graves fountain pen/business card holder set. 
I was astounded that she had remembered 
my mentioning I was a Graves fan.  !
That’s how effective gift giving is done! !
LEG 2 - GENERAL GIFT FOR GROUP A !
After WOWing your 5-10 best of the best 
customers, it’s time to consider the rest of 
your very best relationships. For some of you 
it will be another 20 contacts. For others it 
might be 100 or more.  !
Plan according to your budget.  !
The trick is to choose something that’s 
unexpected or unusual but almost universally  
appreciated. Three types of gifts that rock: !
1. A stellar food gift  

2. A cool tool 

3. A gift relating to your business* 

Look to the right for ideas for each. 

Have the gifts shipped to you. Add a 
handwritten printed card to each. Drop them 
off if you can. Ship them if you can’t. !
*DO NOT buy a typical promotional gift and 
slap your logo on it. Cliche logo shirts and 
tchotchkes have been done to death and are 
seen for what they are – self-promotional.

Risky idea? I don’t 
think so! 

Try this: Discover your 
customer’s favorite 
board game. Buy them  
a limited edition version 
and add a personalized 
note to the gift that 
segues into business: 

Risk: “Love dominating 
the world with you!” 

Monopoly: “Let’s corner 
the market and own the 
competition this year.” 

Chess: “Helping you 
increase productivity in 
2014? Checkmate!” 

Scrabble: “My 
commitment to you this 
coming year? Picture me 
putting ‘QUALITY’ on a 
triple word score.”

Colorful Macarons! 

Remember our review of 
the Old French roots of 
the word ‘present?’ How 
about an old French 
confection? Macarons! 

Try ordering from NY 
bakery, bisous,ciao. 
online. High Yelp ratings. 
Look for the holiday pack.

Trashy But Relevant 

I know a sales rep at a 
waste services company 
who gives Lego trash 
trucks to customers. Cool!

Field Notes 
‘Expedition Edition’ 

Notebooks rule! This is my 
favorite. Less than $10.



IDEAS FOR GROUP B:  
PEOPLE YOU KNOW 

PERSONALLY

Section 3



It’s 10x harder to write a short, 
memorable season’s greeting 
than a long, mediocre one.  
!
It’s also 100x more worth doing.



Years ago on a sales call in mid December, I 
walked in on a CEO whose desk was piled to 
the ceiling with greeting cards. He was in the 
middle of a two day marathon, handwriting 
personalized messages of gratitude to every 
customer and employee. I asked how many 
he’d written so far. He answered, “I lost count 
after 300.” !
The moment left me with an unforgettable 
lesson. It’s your time and thoughts that your 
contacts will treasure over anything else. !
You have a unique chance at the end of the 
year to frame the perception your customers 
have of you. You can be viewed as a world 
class business person who cares or just 
another vendor who’s too busy to say ‘hello’ 
and ‘thank you.’ !
LEG 3 - PERSONALIZED PRINTED 
CARD FOR GROUP B !
If you decide to write your card by hand, 
you’ll most likely have a single design for 
every card, so make it terrific!

Remember, just because you like it –

Pumpkin Paper 

When my brother’s best 
friend couldn’t win the 
attention of the girl he 
loved, he mailed her a 
pumpkin with a poem 
written on it in Sharpie. 
They were married a year 
later and now have 4 
children. How bad do you 
want to win your 
customer’s affection?

Origins of Ancient 
Greetings 
The beginning of the 
traditional Greeting Card 
dates back to ancient 
China. By the 1400’s it had 
become popular in 
Europe. Until the 1850’s, 
the new year was the most 
common occasion to have 
a handmade card hand-
delivered to a recipient. 

Source: Greeting Card 
Association, greetingcard.org

Want to create a greeting that captures a smile?

Check out a child’s Christmas card.



Here are 5 do’s and 5 don’ts to create a 
greeting card that really stands out: !
• Do buy them from a specialty card shop 
• Do pick a card that fits your personality 
• Do write at least 2 paragraphs 
• Do add specific details and sentiment 
• Do take breaks so your handwriting 

doesn’t become illegible scribbles. !
• Don’t buy your cards from a drug store 
• Don’t write a generic message 
• Don’t spell the recipient’s name incorrectly 
• Don’t let anyone write them for you 
• Don’t buy a design that looks like every 

other card that will be taped to your 
customers’ door frames. !

If you decide to use Ace of Sales for your 
greeting cards, you can choose a different 
design for each contact. Just type your 
message and send. No writing addresses or 
sticking stamps on envelopes. No taking your 
cards to the post office. It’s all printed and 
mailed for you in one to two business days. !
There are two big advantages of using Ace  
of Sales for your personalized printed cards: !
1. Pick a different design for each contact 
Ace of Sales has dozens of holiday designs in 
its galleries. Send a formal design to your 
conservative friends, a modern design to your 
hip contacts, and a humorous design to your 
clients you love to clown around with. !
Every year, Ace of Sales adds dozens of 
holiday designs that escape the fluff of a local 
greeting card shop. The messages in the Ace

LetterPress is Best! 

Try This: Shop Etsy for 
handmade letterpress 
holiday greeting cards 
that have an embossed, 
old press texture. They feel 
made with love. 

TheInkOnPaperCompany 
offers a beautiful variety 
design pack.

Think Outside the 
Printed Card 
This year, a colleague was 
recovering from surgery. 
Instead of sending the 
standard get well card, I 
went a different route.  

She and her husband are 
into fast cars and she’s 
been looking into buying  
a yellow Lamborghini for 
some time. I bought a die-
cast metal toy version and 
had each member of the 
Ace of Sales team sign  
‘get well’ on the car.  

How can you think outside 
the card to send a 
message that proves you 
‘get’ your recipient?

Ornament Cards  

Try This: We all know 
Moleskine makes cool 
notebooks. Did you know 
they make specialty 
greeting cards too, like 
their exquisitely crafted 
cards that include a  
pop-out ornament? 

Order them here

Avoid the sap 
The only thing that should 
be sappy during the 
holidays is your Christmas 
tree. If you just don’t have 
a sense of taste, task the 
Martha Stewart of your 
company with the job.



of Sales galleries are business-class – perfect 
for connecting with customers yet exhibiting 
your personality and professionalism. !
2. Or upload your own image 
Some of you are very creative. Here’s your 
chance to put it on display and use it to build 
end of year connections. !
To upload your own picture, you need a  
large file of your image. Ideal specifications: !
• JPG file type 
• RGB color format 
• 72 DPI resolution 
• 2,400 pixels wide x 1,725 pixels tall !
    TIP: If you use a photo from your    
    phone, never compress the photo or 
export a smaller version. Keep it full size! !
Let’s end this section with an example of how 
a solid personalized greeting card should 
read and the length to shoot for: !

Brett, !
Can you believe it’s December? I hope you 
and Sara have some time to relax this holiday 
season and enjoy all those grandkids. Five 
now, right? What a wild time they must be! !
I can’t tell you how much I’ve appreciated 
your business and friendship throughout this 
year. Having guys like you to serve and hang 
out with reminds me how fortunate I am. !
Thank you. !
Jack

Joy-Packed Galleries  

Ace of Sales offers a little 
something for everyone.  
Christmas, Winter, Happy 
Holidays, Hanukkah, and 
New Year’s Designs. 

Pick the right one for each 
of your contacts:

Put Your Kids to Work 
Got kids or grandkids?
Your customers will be 
touched to see their 
original art on the front  
of your printed card. 

Scan your child’s creation 
on any scanner as a high 
resolution JPG file. Upload 
it to the front of your Ace 
of Sales card and send. 

Don’t Get  
Caricatured Away 
The Earth has seen 
enough caricature holiday 
cards. Let’s move on… 

Group Photo Fail 
Here’s another one that 
should be retired – the 
posed shot of the team.



IDEAS FOR GROUP C: 
EVERYONE 

(EXCLUDING GROUP D)

Section 4



1. A business communication.  
!
2. A canvas on which to paint 
an artful dialogue that elicits  
an emotional response. 
!
How do you view a blank  
email window? 



In a raw block of marble, Michelangelo could see a masterpiece. 

What work of art can you see in your raw email window?

Ready to create and send your general 
holiday message to all the contacts  
on your list (excluding prospects and  
inactive customers)?  !
Slow down there, Speedy Gonzalez!  !
Let’s do what so few business people seem  
to do – put some thought into it. !
LEG 4: GENERAL GREETING TO  
GROUP C !
If it’s in your budget, send out a printed card 
to your contact list. If you do, you can leave 
off the contacts from Group A and B who 
have already received a gift and/or 
personalized printed card from you.  !
If printed cards are not in your budget, 
email is acceptable. Just make sure your email 
is spectacular! If you send an email, add your 
contacts from group A and B to the email.  !
Once you’ve chosen print or email, it’s time to 
come up with an idea. (You weren’t going to

Use grammarly.com to 
identify and clean up your 
language trouble areas.

Use a Thesaurus to 
discover more powerful 
and precise replacements 
for ordinary words.

The pen is mightier than 
the sword. But what’s 
mightier than the pen? A 
red pen! Find someone 
sharp with an attention to 
detail to edit your work.

A Web of Inspiration! 
Early in my career, when  
I worked for an ad agency, 
the creative team would   
review our Christmas card 
designs from years past 
 for inspiration. It was all 
we had. Now, there’s a 
whole internet out there to 
search and browse for 
ideas. Simply search for 
‘Christmas Card ‘on 
Pinterest , Dribbble, or 
Behance to stoke your 
creative fire.



just start writing were you?) Start your 
general season’s greeting message to your 
contact list by considering the big picture 
theme, style, idea, and tone. 

Will it be funny? Clever? Sentimental? 
Whimsical? Heartfelt? Poetic? Witty?  

Think of the mood and attitude you want to 
convey by jotting down three or four over-
arching concepts. 

Concept examples: 

“We sell metal sheeting in New York so our 
email design will look like Rockefeller Center 
constructed out of metal.” 

“We sell productivity software. Very small in the 
middle of a stark white background, our 
message will read, ‘Merry Christmas to one of 
our best customers. No need to read any further. 
To save you time, the entire message is right 
here. How’s that for productivity? Happy New 
Year!’ If they do read further, our message will 
read: ‘We weren’t kidding! That was our entire 
message. Now, get back to making money.’” 

“We’re a luxury home realty group with five 
realtors. Our splash image will be a mosaic 
made of photos of all the homes we’ve sold this 
year. Our message will begin, ‘To all the homes 
we were part of this year…’” 

“We’re a catering services company. Our 
message will be a rewrite of the ‘Sound of 
Music’ song, ‘My Favorite Things.’ We’ll replace 
‘raindrops on roses and whiskers on kittens’ 
with ‘goat cheese on crackers and entrees on 
linens…’ We’ll add a link to a YouTube video 
with our staff singing our version.”

Selfies That Work  
Using a photo of yourself 
or your family is a great 
idea, as long as you use a 
top-notch photographer 
and shoot the photo 
somewhere beautiful  
or interesting.  

Consider a location at 
home, somewhere scenic, 
a favorite cafe, or a spot 
with local flavor. Avoid 
your office, anywhere dull, 
or areas with bad lighting. 
Be relaxed, not posed. 
Have a friend crack a joke 
before the  photo is taken. 

Consider using a photo of 
yourself enjoying a hobby 
or volunteer work. Include 
a short description about 
it in the message. 

Whatever You Do, 
DON’T Do This!  
I’d rather you stick two 
crayons up your nose and 
scribble a snowflake on 
construction paper than 
use a silly posed shot of 
yourself sitting at your 
desk, standing in front of  
a tree, or shaking hands 
with a customer. Anything 
is better than that! 

Not Even This! 
“What if we take the group 
shot from the top of the 
staircase, Andy? Does that 
add enough creativity to 
the posed team photo?  
We really, really want to do 
the posed team photo.” 
NO! Request denied.



LEG 6: MID-BREAK MESSAGE TO  
GROUP C !
The majority of people you do business with will 
be off or working light between Christmas and 
New Year’s Day. However, if your contact list 
contains a number of managers, business 
owners, decision makers, and C-level people (as 
a good contact list should), many of them will 
be itching to get back to work. When they sneak 
away to check email, be in their inbox to say, “hi.” !
Send a short holiday greeting to prompt a reply 
by asking a friendly, engaging question like this: !
How have you been spending your holidays? 
What's your favorite holiday tradition?    
What one word describes the holidays for you? !
Then answer the question yourself and end by 
writing: “Would enjoy hearing from you.” !
LEG 7: NEW YEAR’S GREETING TO 
GROUP C !
Your New Year’s email should be sent on January 
3rd, the day AFTER people get back to work. 
Your message should be brief but engaging: !
“I don’t make resolutions, but I have defined three 
areas of focus to serve you better this year.  

They are:  
• Focus A 
• Focus B 
• Focus C 

Which of these areas would impact your business 
the most? Very interested to hear your thoughts.”

Kickstart the New 
Year and Leave the 
Resolution in the Dust 
I’m the only person I know 
who has ever kept a New 
Year’s Resolution. That’s 
because long ago, I made 
a resolution to never 
again make a New Year’s 
Resolution. Instead, I 
define a New Year’s 
Kickstart Project. It’s a task 
I can complete in less than 
two weeks that fuels my 
strategy to begin the year. 
I encourage you to try it. 
Discover if, instead of 
setting yourself up for 
failure with a resolution, a 
Kickstart Challenge lights 
your fuse for success. 

Right Frequency? 
Worried you’ll be sending 
too many messages to 
your contacts following 
the system in this ebook? 

If your list is loyal, your 
value is high, your 
message is genuine, and 
your design is tasteful, 
your holiday greetings will 
only leave your contacts 
wanting more.

I recommend using this 
Ace of Sales’ New Year’s 
design to accompany the 
suggested message to the 
right. Find it in the New 
Year’s design gallery.



IDEAS FOR GROUP D: 
PROSPECTS AND 

INACTIVE CUSTOMERS

Section 5



For many businesses, January 
is the time when new budgets 
are cracked open and 
spending starts to sizzle. 
!
If you’re not in front of your 
prospects in December 
reminding them of the value 
only you can provide, well 
then you’ve been drinking  
too much eggnog!



LEG 5: SPECIAL MESSAGE TO GROUP D !
Last but most certainly not least is your message 
to your prospects and inactive customers. This 
leg should be sent prior to 6 and 7 on the date 
defined in section 1, “Prior to Takeoff Checklist.” !
Writing a season’s greeting note to your 
prospects and inactive customers must be 
handled very carefully.  !
It’s important that you DO NOT add your 
prospects to any email list to which you send 
general messages, newsletters, and updates.  !
Therefore, you’ll need to send a greeting to a 
prospect or inactive customer individually. !
Though it may seem like a drag, it’s actually an 
opportunity. The mirth of the holiday season 
creates an environment in which many are more 
receptive to the right kind of message from an 
outsider. Cheer is in the air! But beware, if you 
come off pushy or inauthentic, you may 
experience your chestnuts roasting on an open 
fire rather than your pockets jingling all the way.

Two things nobody wants for the holidays:

…a sales pitch and I’ll let you guess the other.

Stop or Go? When is 
an email spam? 
Unsure about when it’s OK 
to send a message to a 
prospect or not?  

Here’s the basic rule:  
You cannot add a prospect 
to your general email list 
unless they have given you 
written or double opt-in 
permission to send them 
your regular emails and 
routine updates. You can, 
however, send individual 
messages to a prospect 
whom you’ve met and 
who expects an email 
from you.

Rock. Paper. Scissors.  
Try this: If you have a cool 
prospect who’s too busy to 
respond, have a little fun 
with them. Send our Rock, 
Paper, Scissors printed 
card (in the Ace of Sales 
Follow Up gallery) to them 
and challenge them to a 
quick game of luck. In your 
message inside pick one of 
the three options (rock, 
paper, or scissors). After 
declaring your choice, 
write this: “If I won, you 
owe me a call. If I lost, I 
owe you a call. Just text 
me the best time for a 
quick chat.”



If a single ingredient is left out when baking a 
cake, the whole thing falls flat. Whipping up 
your season’s greetings for your prospects and 
inactive customers is no different. Your message 
must contain the following four ingredients: !
1. A relatable holiday wish 
Choose a design that will resonate with your 
prospect. If you don’t know what would 
resonate, you’ve failed to build rapport in the 
first place. If the front of your card or the design 
atop your email says “Merry Christmas” or 
“Happy Holidays,” there’s no need to repeat it in 
the body. !
2. A relationship reconnection 
Pick up where you left off. Start with humor, an 
inside joke, or an authentic connection from the 
last time you met. “Eddie, If you’re reading this, 
the sushi didn’t kill you as we feared…” !
3. A restatement of value (and outcome) 
“I’m sure you’re still as excited as I am about the 
ideas we discussed and how they can give your 
company the fresh start you’ve been seeking for 
years. We can have it set up, turned on, and 
adding to your bottom line by mid-January.” !
4. A request for a next meeting 
“Call me this week between shopping.  – Andy” !
Your holiday strategy guide is now complete. 
Use the inspiration from the pages of this ebook 
to load up your sleigh with your own ideas. 
Deliver them to your contacts this holiday 
season with your best creativity. You’ll find them 
singing in your choir all year long.

Weak = Fake  
Notice how the message 
examples on this page are 
confident and casual.  
Salespeople who try to 
‘nice’ a prospect into a 
response convey 
weakness. When people 
are overly-nice they 
usually want something. 
Therefore, overly polite 
emails often ring fake. 
Trust, respect, and a reply 
can all be lost in one fell 
swoop. Speak like you 
would speak to a friend or 
coworker. In other words, 
be genuine.

Weak Messages 
With prospects, it’s a 
temptation to open your 
messages with phrases 
like, “I hope your holidays 
are going well” and “I just 
wanted to thank you 
again.” Avoid these cliche 
pleasantries and get to the 
point. Your prospects will 
appreciate your directness.

4 Sharp Ace of  Sales 
Holiday Designs For 
Your Email or Printed 
Card for Prospects 
!
!
!
!
 
For prospects who know 
how to have a little fun. !
!
!
!
For prospects who love the  
Christmas vibe. 

!
!
!
!
For prospects who 
appreciate good design. 

!
!
!
For prospects who can 
stop to smile.
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